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Abstract 

The thesis of this paper is that default wasouing 
can be accomplished rather naturally if au appro- 
priate strategy of belief revision is employed. The 
ideaisb on the premise that new beliefs iu- 
traduced into a situation change the structure of 
current beliefs to accomodate the new belie& as 
exceptions. It is easy to characterise these excep- 
tions in beliefs if we extend the belief language to 
include some modal operator and prefix the ex- 
ceptions with the operator. This serva to m 
the exceptions syntactically explicit, which can 
then be processed in a routine way by a default 
reasoning theorem prover. 

I. Introduction 

Default ing tries to model the phenomenon of hu- 
man reasonmg that makes us jump to conclusions that 
are typical of what we know. Paraphrasing a classical ex- 
ample, a case of default reasoniug 
Twee@is a bii, and that birds in 
are led to conclude that Tweety can 
dence of an exception such ae the fact that Tweety might 
be a penguin. There are many approaches that have been 
taken to ch 
the following three: 
mott and Doyle, MO], t 
and the circumscription 

Belief revision basically concerns the maintenance of 
alcno base to reflect changes made to it. Some 
mqjor in this field are the truth (or reason) main- 
tenance systems of [Doyle, 19791 and [de Kleer, 19&S], 
where the emphasis is on justifying belief& In this paper 
OUF emphasis is on devising a strategy of modifyi 
lie& (given as a set of seutences) syntactically in a 
that will support default reasoning. 

The thesis of this paper is that default reasoning can 

that new belie& introduc 
changes the structure of 

a situatiou (or workI) 
beliefk to accomodate 

their approaches, exceptions are not directly 
le fkom defaults in the set of sentences denot- 

A broad description of our appro 
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m the previous woklld. 
to world corntimes indefi 

Benget lie, and 80 we sh 
the paper. We now turn our atten 
guage and how default reasoning b 
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3. A ~-term oy, that has no more f&e variables is re- 
moved tim the clause if, by ‘spawning” another res- 
olution refutation process to prove p from B, the 
prove fails. If rzp was the last item in the clause and 
the proof failed, then as usual the resolvent is the 
empty clause, q  say, which denotes the success of the 
refutation. 

The rationale for this strategy is that we try to re- 
fute terms like o(p, i.e., disprove B b p, in the same way 
that we try to refute ary liteM through unification. 
Hence the terms may be viewed as “liter&’ where the 
%nification” process is the spawning of a separate reso- 
lution refutation process. 

hampIe: The resolvent c13y(Qay A +yB) v Rab ob- 
tained above can be reduced to Rab if we can refute 
B t- 3g@ay A +yb). 

l%mmple: Let B be these beliefs: 

Bird(z) A -ahqyuin(z) ---) Fly(z) 
Penguin(z) -+ -Fly(z) 
Penguin(z) -+ Bird(a) 
Bird(Tweetg) 
Penguin(Penn~) 

Then strict(B) is the same theory but with the Burst 
clause replaced by Bird(z)l\+enguin(z) + F@(z). We 
then have the following (f&e variables assumed univer- 
sally quantiled): 

(a) B k Bird(z) A +enguin(z) + F@(z) 
Birds that are not penguins can fly 

(b) B if Bird(z) -+ Ply(z) 
We cannot conclude that all can fly, 
or, strictly s-g, not all can fly 

(c) B o I- Bird(z) -+ Fly(z) 
By default, all birds can fly, 
or, generally g, all bii cau fly 

(4 B Y Jw~~~~) 
Strictly speaking, we cannot conclude that 
Tweeay can fly 

(e) B 0 t- Fly(2’weety) 
By default, (or probably) Z’ureety can fly 

0 B O v w~fwd 
We caunot conclude that by default Peorng 
can fly 

(b) B 0 lj+” Fly(CX 
We cannot conclude that by default Chim 
can fly 

We now explain the derivation of those cases above 
involving 0 I-. 

(c). To prove B o I- Bird(a) -+ Plg((z) by res- 
olution refutation, we 
is a skolem constant) with the firs 
resolvent eii%aguira(h). NQ~ we 
&ion process to refute B I- Pen 
(note that the skolem con& 
Penny). SQ the original r&vent ~~~~~(~~ is re- 
duced to the empty clause R, and we have thus proved 
B o t- Bird(z) + Fly(z). 

case (e). To prove B o I- Flgl(Tweety), we IT+ 
solve 4Q@‘weeQ) with the I&& clause of B to get 
-Bird(Tweety) v aBen 

B 0 y Fly(Penny). 

ame ($1. Similwly to the above two cases, we en- 
counter the resolvent =-Bi 
This reduces to -Bird( we can refute B I- 
Penguin(Chirpy). But te -rBird(Chiqy). 
Hence B o If Fly(Chirpg). 

In section I, we mentioned that belief revision occurs when 
the new belief @ is inconsistent with the current beliefs 
Bc. In the context of o t-, 
belief revision occurs if B U (8) 0 
-Q for some formula 9. We shall 
policy for belief revision for the 
remark on a more relaxed 
need some definitions. 

The unification con&ion of a 

e unification condition of +&b and $ep: 
is (z=oAb=z). 
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For the new belief @ = +%i 

a the new belief fl, and 

* cl eaiv 
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-Bird(z) v Fly(s) ~tienguc’ 
lOetrich(2) v -Fly(z) v easu 
O&ich(Ossie) 
+hperbreed(z) V Fly(z) 

eed(z) 

US in the future world to deduce that os- 
llQt fly: 

BF o I- Ostrich(z) ---) “Fly(z), 

explicit the theorem- 
approaches to default 

unless they are superbreed , which can fly: 
BF I- Superbreed -+ FZg(z). 

The second point is that the strat 
ml ‘undo” property. Su 

BC if Oetrieh( g) 4 lFlg(z), i.e., we are 
from BC our past belief that, strictly sp 
cannot fly. Now, BF b 

-Bird(z) V Fly(r) V oPenpin V crSuperbreed(z) 
~O&ich(z) v -Fly(z) v a+%perbreed(z) 
Oetrich(Oesie) 
+3u~erkeed(a) V Fly(z) V nSuperbreed(z) 
-Superbreed v --Fly(z) 

where the last clause is j3, and the first and fotih clam 
are weakened f&m the corresponding clanses in Bc. It 
can be shown that Bp t- O&icA(a) + -Fly(z), i.e., 
we have recovered onr past belief that, strictly spe 
ostriches cannot fly. 

My th tQ tb43 tWQ 

aaseful critique of an earlier d 

modal operator M, McCarthy”s approach of designating 
a predicate to stand for abnormal circnmstances (circnm- 
scription), and R&&s default logic. The fundamental 
difference is that in our approach, the exceptions to de- 
faults are syntactically explicit. 

[de Kleer, 1988] 
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